Introduction
This paper deals with the joining of wooden pieces without any additional material, using the technology of friction welding. Sutthoff et al. (1996) made the first attempts for the joining of wood by means of friction welding in Germany, resulting in a first patent. Since the year 2000, the Chair of Timber Construction (IBOIS) at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne is studying and developing this method for wood connection Natterer 2000, Gliniorz et al. 2001) in collaboration with the Wood Research Munich. The times necessary to complete a bond are shorter than one minute. No preparation of the welded surfaces is required.
Chemical analysis was carried out to determine the thermal reactions taking place during the welding process. This article deals with the thermal decomposition and the behaviour of the polysaccharides of wood in a temperature range from ambient temperature to about 450 • C, which is representative for the welding process.
At the beginning of the welding process, Coulomb-friction causes the interface to heat up. After a few seconds (3-10 s) at a temperature of about 320-350 • C the surfaces start to decompose in consequence of the increased temperature. The wood adjoining to the rubbed surfaces starts to soften, forming a viscous film. At about 420-450 • C a maximum temperature is reached and a steady state is attained. A final cooling down after the termination of the frictional movement leads to solidification of the interfacial film forming the connection. 
Methods

Extraction
The extraction of the samples was carried out at room temperature with acetone as solvent with all the test samples. This treatment shows the way in which the solubility of wood compounds increases as a consequence of thermal attack due to the frictional heat generation.
Analysis of polysaccharides after hydrolysis by means of ion-exchange chromatography
The hydrolysis of the extracted samples with trifluoroacetic acid according to Fengel and Wegener (1979) , leads to a splitting of the macromolecules into their monomer components. The hydrolysis was carried in a thermo-block at 110 • C with different concentrations of TFA. The dried hydrolysates were solubilised in a defined volume of distilled water. The samples prepared in the manner described, were analysed in respect of the composition of polysaccharides by means of their monomer compounds by means of ion-exchange chromatography. The amount of acetone extract increases with an increase of temperature. The highest increase occurs between DS2 at about 350-380 • C and DS3 at about 420-450 • C. The big difference between the two amounts of extract is due to a partial splitting of the polymeric compounds by the thermal influence. The most significant decomposition takes place between 350 • C and 450 • C. This is indicated by a higher solubility of the joint material in acetone in comparison to native wood.
Results and discussion
The proportions of the different saccharides were found by different kinds of hydrolysis carried out. Not any kind of hydrolysis is ideal for every polysaccharide. The glycosidic bonds of xylan for instance are more susceptible to acidic attack than those of other polyoses. Thus, an amount of xylan is already decomposed to smaller units than monomers and cannot be retraced, while other polyoses are perfectly split into their monomeric compounds. An exact analysis requires optimised hydrolysis conditions, adapted to the different polymeric compounds. As the proportions of hexuronic acid and acetyl groups have not been determined during the analyses carried out, the total amounts of polyoses in the reference samples are not as high as given by the relevant literature.
The results of the sugar analyses are presented in Fig. 1 . The percentage of polyoses decreases steadily with increasing temperature. The decomposed wood, which is finally serving as interconnecting medium, contains 4.5% of polyoses compared to 25.9% in the reference sample. Thereby, the thermally less stable xylan is more affected than mannan. The strongest decomposition of polyoses takes place in the temperature range between 320 • C and 380 • C. The very short duration of the process (10 to 20 seconds) moves the thermal decomposition of wood compounds to higher temperatures in comparison to bibliographical data concerning the thermal degradation of wood Wegener 1984, Wienhaus 1999) . Nevertheless, the order in which the different polymeric compounds of wood become decomposed stays the same. Due to their structural characteristics, cellulose and lignin behave thermally more stable than polyoses. The amount of cellulose stays nearly the same and rises somewhat due to the thermal decomposition of the other compounds.
Microscopical examinations (Stamm et al. 2005 ) of the contact zone showed that the interfacial material resembles a dense amorphous mass, containing fragments of wood cells. Fengel and Wegener (1984) Abb. 1 Mittelwerte der monomeren Zuckereinheiten aus Doppelbestimmungen, umgerechnet in Anhydrozucker zu verschiedenen Stufen des thermischen Abbaus 1 2 , Literaturangaben nach Fengel and Wegener (1984) These wood cells, still showing the cell wall structure, are less decomposed than the amorphous material in which they are embedded. Thus, the polyoses detected at the interfacial layer are assumed to be mainly part of these cell wall fragments.
Further papers will treat the behaviour of wood with regard to friction welding in a more extensive manner.
